Excited State Vibrational Spectra of All- trans Retinal Derivatives in Solution Revealed By Pump-DFWM Experiments.
The ultrafast structural changes during the photoinduced isomerization of the retinal-protonated Schiff base (RPSB) is still a poorly understood aspect in the retinal's photochemistry. In this work, we apply pump-degenerate four-wave mixing (pump-DFWM) to all- trans retinal (ATR) and retinal Schiff bases (RSB) to resolve coherent high- and low-frequency vibrational signatures from excited electronic states. We show that the vibrational spectra of excited singlet states in these samples exhibit pronounced differences compared to the relaxed ground state. Pump-DFWM results indicate three major features for ATR and RSB. (i) Excited state vibrational spectra of ATR and RSB consist predominately of low-frequency modes in the energetic range 100-500 cm-1. (ii) Excited state vibrational spectra show distinct differences for excitation in specific regions of electronic transitions of excited state absorption and emission. (iii) Low-frequency modes in ATR and RSB are inducible during the entire lifetime of the excited electronic states. This latter effect points to a transient molecular structure that, following initial relaxation between different excited electronic states, does not change anymore over the lifetime of the finally populated excited electronic state.